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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Elite Supply Chain Solutions Partners with TGW
Hudson, OH – October 23, 2014: Scott Hennie, President of Elite Supply Chain Solutions, has announced that
Elite Supply Chain Solutions will be partnering with TGW as their primary conveyor supplier.
TGW Systems, based in Spring Lake, MI, is a worldwide leading supplier of highly dynamic automated
equipment used to transport a wide variety of products. TGW Systems manufacturers one of the industry’s
highest quality conveyor and sortation technologies which are sold through a network of factory trained
authorized Distributors, who partner with TGW Systems to strengthen their efforts of providing a complete
integrated logistical package that meets the end user’s needs.
TGW Systems has strived to meet or exceed all customer expectations by providing the highest quality products
and services, on time, at exceptional value, in an environment which promotes safety and personal
development for each application. Along with their vision, values, and dedication to providing complete customer
satisfaction TGW Systems strives to continuously build upon its reputation of durability, reliability, and quality.
“Elite Supply Chain Solutions is excited to partner with TGW.” says Mr. Hennie, “TGW shares the same passion
for supply chain integration and dedication to their customers as we do. TGW’s commitment to their Integration
Partners goes beyond words and is displayed by their selection of Partners that will be loyal to TGW as a key
supplier. This relationship will enable us to offer our customers the highest quality conveyor systems available
on the market today.”
Elite Supply Chain Solutions, Hudson, Ohio, is a wholly owned subsidiary of MH Logistics Corporation
headquartered in Peoria, Illinois. Elite partners with clients in order to assist them with their overall
business strategy and implement materials handling solutions that will help them further that strategy.
Elite works with clients to maximize operating space, organize inventory storage, review facility layout and
design, recommend equipment, and implement automation and technology.
“Companies many times are so focused on their day to day business operations that it is challenging to
take the time to focus on long term strategies in their supply chain. This is where Elite becomes a partner
and offers long term solutions and recommendations.” states Mr. Hennie.
For questions pertaining to the changes mentioned above, please contact Scott Hennie at
shennie@elitescs.net.
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